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ABSTRACT
Partial Cooperation is a paradigm and a corresponding model for

representing multi-agent systems in which agents are willing to

cooperate in order to achieve a global goal, as long as some minimal

threshold on their personal utility is satisfied. Distributed local

search algorithms were proposed in order to solve asymmetric

distributed constraint optimization problems (ADCOPs) in which

agents are partially cooperative.

We contribute by: 1) extending the partial cooperative model

to allow it to represent dynamic cooperation intentions, affected

by changes in agents’ wealth, in accordance with social studies

literature. 2) proposing a novel local search algorithm in which

agents receive indications of others’ preferences on their actions and

thus, can perform actions that are socially beneficial. Our empirical

study reveals the advantage of the proposed algorithm in multiple

benchmarks. Specifically, on realistic meeting scheduling problems

it overcomes limitations of standard local search algorithms.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Multi-agent systems commonly seek to reach an optimal state. One

approach considers fully cooperative agents that perform actions in

order to achieve a common global goal (e.g. [1, 6, 7]), while another

explores agents that are self-interested, which take rational actions

that increase their personal gains (e.g. [2]).

A partially cooperative model that handles scenarios which do

not fall into these two extreme classes was proposed in [3, 10]. In

such settings, agents act cooperatively – motivated by a desire to

increase global (group) utility – as long as a minimum condition

on their personal utility is satisfied. Such scenarios are common in

many real-world settings, e.g., in car navigation applications, where

in order to avoid generating traffic jams, some vehicles would be

directed to slower routs. However, the driver would not follow the

system’s instructions if the delay is over some tolerance threshold.

Proc. of the 17th International Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems
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The partial cooperation model represents the willingness of agents

to cooperate by defining thresholds of minimum requirements for

cooperation. Such willingness has support in social science the-

ory [9].

However, previous attempts to design partially cooperative mod-

els assumed people have a fixed reference point according to which

they determine their cooperation intentions, and they are so altru-

istic as to give away any profit they gain, even if they themselves

brought it about. In real life, people’s intentions for cooperation

are affected by changes in their wealth and by who brought it

about [4, 9]. This dynamic nature of intentions cannot be expressed

by the existing partial cooperation model. Instead, we introduce a

model in which agents’ cooperation is based on the amount of util-

ity they gain or lose. In the navigating system example, a removal

of a road block, which shortens the driving time may result in the

driver willingness to tolerate a detour.

The adjustment of the partial cooperative model to realistic so-

cial behavior of humans allowed us to analyze the results produced

by the two local search algorithms proposed in [3] when solv-

ing problems that include additional types of agents, i.e., agents

whose cooperation willingness changes in different patterns follow-

ing changes in their personal utility. This investigation revealed a

weakness of these distributed local search algorithms - the agents

in these algorithms attempt to find feasible solutions (solutions that

satisfy the minimum personal utility requirements of all agents)

that maximize their own gains according to their own knowledge.

Hence, the willingness of agents to cooperate under some condi-

tions was used only to maintain the validity of the solutions rather

than reach the desired high social welfare solution.

Following these insights we propose a novel approach towards

partial cooperative local search in which agents indicate to their

neighbors which value assignments are preferred by them. These in-

dications allow agents to make socially beneficial selections of value

assignments. Our empirical results demonstrate the advantage of

the proposed algorithm over previously proposed partially coopera-

tive local search algorithms in solving structured, unstructured and

realistic Asymmetric DCOPs (Distributed Constraint Optimization

Problem).

2 REFERENCE DEPENDENT PARTIAL
COOPERATION

The partial cooperative paradigm was designed such that agents

determine their intentions for cooperation using a fixed point of

reference. The parameter λ bounds the losses that an agent is willing
to undertake in order to contribute to the global objective, i.e.,
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agents perform actions only if they do not result in a cost that

exceeds the maximum cost they are willing to endure. Formally,

an agent Ai will be willing to cooperate in an interaction, as long

as the cost it has to pay in the outcome o, denoted as Ci (o) of the
interaction, is within λi from the costs it would have to pay if

all agents would act selfishly, denoted as µi (i.e., “baseline cost”):
Ci (o) ≤ µi · (1 + λi ). Nevertheless, behavioral economics literature

indicates that peoples’ intentions change with respect to changes

in their wealth (i.e., “reference-dependence”). Reference-dependent

theories indicate that people are more sensitive to changes in wealth

rather than to absolute wealth level [4, 9]. In order to allow the

partial cooperative model to represent dynamic reference points,

we redefine some parameters of the model:

Definition 1. Let µi,t be the reference cost of agentAi at iteration
t of the algorithm (where µi,0 is the baseline cost as defined above).

Definition 2. A complete assignment S is feasible in iteration t
if it satisfies the following condition: ∀i ∈ A, ci (S) ≤ µi,t · (1 + λi )

The outcome of a distributed algorithm that runs for m itera-

tions is the complete assignment at the end of them’th iteration

(Sm ), and it is feasible if the definition above holds for µi,m and λi .

Next, we present a number of examples of types of agents that

can be represented by the extended model:

Type 1 Fixed reference parameter, i.e., for each agent Ai , for
each iteration t , µi,t = µi,0 This type of agents is identical
to the types described in [3].

Type 2 Calculation of µ in each iteration as follows: µi,t =

µi,t−1 +Min{0, ci (St )−ci (St−1)
1+λi

} This type resembles people

that maintain andmanage ’mental budgets’ for philanthropic

giving (based on mental accounting mechanisms cf. [5]).

Type 3 This type is inspired by reciprocal altruism, in which

an individual is willing to cooperate and give up personal

wealth for others, with the expectation that they will act in

a similar manner in the future [8]. Formally this behavior is

represented by a calculation of µ in each iteration as follows:

µi,t = µi,t−1+Min{0,Φi,t−1
(
ci (St )−ci (St−1)

1+λi

)
}. whereΦi,t =

0 if the change in agent Ai ’s cost (i.e., c(St ) − c(St−1)) was
caused by an action performed by their neighbor; and Φi,t =
1 if the change was brought about only by agent Ai ’s own
actions.

3 SOCIALLY-MOTIVATED LOCAL SEARCH
In order to allow agents to exploit the cooperative intentions of

their neighboring agents, and so to improve the solution’s qual-

ity (social welfare), we propose a novel approach towards partial

cooperative local search, in which agents take an extra step in the in-

teraction process before selecting an assignment. In this new stage

each agent shares with her neighbors some information regarding

her preferences over her assignment selection. After exchanging

this information, each agent attempts to find a variable assignment,

taking into consideration her own preferences as well as the indica-

tions received from her neighbors. This approach can be integrated

with any local search algorithm, i.e., after the sharing preferences

phase, agents could act in accordance to the specification of any

local search interaction protocol.

Figure 1: Social benefit for meeting scheduling DCOPs.

We make a distinction between two categories of indications

that agents share with their neighbors. The first, we call ’taboo’

assignments, i.e., an agent informs her neighbor which of the neigh-

bors’ value selections will cause a breach of the current cooperation

threshold. The second, which we call a ’vote’ allows agents to direct

their neighbors to a specific value that they wish the neighbor will

select. Such a vote can be binary or weighted.

We combine this approach with the AGC algorithm (cf. [3]) and

propose five variants of Socially Motivated (SM) AGC that differ

in the type of indications agents share with each other: binary

’votes’ (SmAGC_BI), cost ’votes’ (SmAGC_CI), ’taboo’ (SmAGC_T),

’taboo’ + binary ’votes’ (SmAGC_T_BI) and ’taboo’ + cost ’votes’

(SmAGC_T_CI).

Figure 1 presents the aggregated social benefit produced in

each iteration of the search for meeting scheduling DCOPs, using

λi = 0.1,∀i ∈ A. Results were averaged over 50 random instances,

each included 100 agents (n=100) trying to coordinate 50 meetings

(m=50), where each agent has 8 optional time slots in their domain

(d=8) and the probability of an agent being invited to a meeting is

p=0.05. Both AGC and Goods-MGM failed to exploit the willingness

of agents to cooperate and produced solutions with very low social

welfare. Agents who shared binary votes were able to achieve the

highest social welfare and attendance rates with statistical signif-

icance of p < 0.001, while sharing only ’taboos’ or both ’taboos’

and ’votes’ with exact costs achieved much lower social welfare

(p < 0.01). Agents of type 3 achieved better results than agents

of type 2 for all variants of SM_AGC (p < 0.001), and better than

agents of type 1 when agents share only ’taboos’ or both ’taboos’

and ’votes’ with exact costs (p < 0.01).

4 CONCLUSIONS
We proposed an extension of the partial cooperative paradigm,

which allows simulation of realistic scenarios, in which agents

intentions for cooperation can change with respect to utility gains.

Alongside, we presented a local search algorithm in which the

cooperative intentions of agents can be exploited, not only to ensure

that the solution obtained is acceptable by all agents , but also in

order to select a high quality solution. A significant advantage of the

proposed algorithm over the existing partial cooperative algorithms

was found even when only insatiability indications (’taboo’) were

shared. The socially motivated local search algorithm produces

high quality solutions on realistic problems with hard equality

constraints (meeting scheduling) where standard local search fails.
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